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Abstract 
Arhangel’skii, A.V. and A. Bella, The product of biradial compact spaces, Topology and its 
Applications 45 (1992) 157-162. 
It is proved that the product of countably many biradial compact spaces is pseudo-radial as well 
as the product of a biradial compact space and a pseudo-radial compact space. A weaker notion 
of monolithicity is also introduced and it is shown that a quasi-monolithic compact space is 
almost radial. 
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In this paper we investigate some properties of biradial spaces, in particular in 
connection with the product operation. An important role is played by the concept 
of quasi-monolithic space. This notion is much weaker than monolithicity and we 
prove that a compact quasi-monolithic space is almost radial. 
Our notation follows [8]. A and r denote infinite cardinal numbers and LY and p 
ordinal numbers. Henceforth all topological spaces are assumed to be regular T,, 
unless otherwise specified. The term sequence is referred to any kind of transfinite 
well-ordered sequence. 
Given a topological space X, we say that the sequence {x,, : a E h} c X strictly 
converges to x provided that: 
(i) {x, : a E A} converges to x; 
(ii) A is regular; 
(iii) x G {x,: a e p} for any p E A. 
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A subset C of the space X is said to be chain (strictly chain) closed provided 
that it contains the limits points of all converging (strictly converging) sequences 
of points of C. 
A space X is said to be pseudo-radial (almost radial) if and only if every chain 
(strictly chain) closed subset is closed. 
The class of almost radial spaces is properly contained in the class of pseudo-radial 
spaces (see [6]). 
The chain character of a pseudo-radial space X, denoted by o;(X), is the smallest 
cardinal T such that for any nonclosed subset A of X there exists a sequence 
of points of A which converges to some point in A\A and has length not 
exceeding r. 
By a prefilter in a set X we mean a family 5 of nonempty subsets of X satisfying 
the condition that whenever A E 5 and B E 5 there exists C E 5 such that C c An B. 
We say that a prefilter 5 in the topological space X converges to the point x E X if 
any neighbourhood of x contains a member of the family 5. If 5 is a prefilter in the 
space X and x E p for every P E 5, then we say that .$ accumulates at x. Prefilters 5 
and u are said to be synchronous if for any A E & and any B E u the intersection 
A n B is nonempty. A chain in X is a prefilter 5 such that for any A E 5 and any 
BE.$ either AC B or BcA. 
A topological space X is said to be a bi-r space provided that for any prefilter 
5 in X accumulating at a point x there exists a prefilter Y converging to x, synchronous 
with 5 and satisfying 1 VI s 7. 
A space X is said to be bi-7 radial provided that for any prefilter 5 in X 
accumulating at x there exists a chain u converging to x, synchronous with 5 and 
satisfying 1 VI S T. Removing the cardinal restriction on the size of the chain v in the 
preceding definition we obtain the notion of biradial space. 
A characterization of biradial spaces can be found in [9]. 
When r = NO, bi-r spaces and bi-r radial spaces coincide with the well-known 
bisequential spaces. 
Various properties of bisequential and bi-7 spaces are investigated in [2] and [3]. 
The following lemma establishes an important property of a biradial space and 
improves the analogous result in [4, Proposition 11. 
Lemma. Let X be a biradial space. If 5 is a prejilter accumulating at x E X, then there 
exists a chain v of regular open subsets of X satisfying: 
(a) v converges to x: 
(b) the chain U = {P: P E V} is synchronous with [. 
Proof. Denote by 5, the family of all open subsets of X containing at least one 
member of 5 and denote by & the family of all open sets W c X such that x E int( w). 
The family 5, u & is obviously centered and hence there exists a prefilter $ in X 
A 
extending 5, u &. Clearly 5 accumulates at x and therefore there exists a chain c 
converging to x and synchronous with g Let v = {int( 0): Q E G}. By the regularity 
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of X it follows that v converges to x, i.e., condition (a) is satisfied. To check (b) 
we have to show that for any B E 5 and any P E v we have B n ii # (4. Assume the 
contrary. Then the set W = X\P is a member of 5,. We have P = int( 0) for some 
Q E c and the set F = O\int( 0) = a\P is nowhere dense. This means that the set 
V = X\F is a member of &. Now we have Q n Vn W c int( 0) n X\int( 0)) = 0. 
This contradicts the fact that Vn WE { and Q E 6. The proof is then complete. q 
From this lemma we have some corollaries. 
Theorem 1. Any separable biradial space is bisequential. More generally any biradial 
ccc space is bisequential. 
The above theorem is a particular case of the following: 
Theorem 1’. Zf X is a biradial space and Y a subspace of X with c(Y) = T, then Y is 
a bi-r radial space, hence in particular a bi-r space. 
Proof. It is enough to observe that biradiality is a hereditary property and in a 
space no chain of regular open subsets can have cardinality greater than the 
cellularity. q 
Corollary 2. If X is a biradial space, then, for any A c X with (Al = r, the subspace 
A is a bi-7 radial space and hence a bi-r space. 
Corollary 3. If X is biradial, then a,.(A) s IAl for any A c X. 
Corollary 3 together with the theorem in [7] leads to: 
Theorem 4. The product of a compact biradial space and a compact pseudo-radial 
space is pseudo-radial. 
The assumption about the regularity of the space in the previous lemma is necessary 
to guarantee that the chain v converges. If instead we assume that the space is 
Hausdorff, then the lemma remains true replacing condition (a) with (a’) v B- 
converges to x. Here O-convergence means that for any neighbourhood U of x there 
exists a member P E v such that P c 0. Modifying in the obvious way the statement 
of Theorem 1’ and arguing as in [2, Theorem 71, we have the following: 
Corollary 5. Zf X is a biradial Hausdorfl space, then 1x1 s 2”x’. 
Recall that (see [I]) the divergence of a space X, denoted by div(X), is the 
smallest cardinal T such that for any nonclosed subset A of X there exist a point 
x E A\A and a prefilter .$ in X converging to x, synchronous with {A} and satisfying 
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151 s T. Notice that if X is a regular space, then the members of 5 can always be 
assumed to be closed sets. 
The following is obvious: 
Proposition 6. IfX is a bi-7 space, then div(X) 6 r. 
A space X is said to be monolithic (weakly monolithic) provided that for any 
set AC X we have nw(A) s IAl (+(A) G [AI). 
We are going now to define a weaker notion of monolithicity which turns out to 
be of particular interest in the class of compact spaces. 
A space X is said to be quasi-monolithic provided that div(A) < JAI for any A c X. 
Corollary 3 and Proposition 6 immediately imply the following: 
Proposition 7. Any biradial space is quasi-monolithic. 
The first main result of the paper is the following: 
Theorem 8. Any compact quasi-monolithic space is almost radial. 
Proof. We need to show that every strictly chain closed subset of X is closed. We 
proceed by induction on the density of the sets. Thus let A be a strictly chain closed 
set having density r and assume that any strictly chain closed subsets of X of density 
less than T is closed. This assumption implies that the closure of any B c A with 
IBI < 7 is contained in A. If we suppose that A is not closed, then there exist a point 
x E A\A and a prefilter .$ of closed subsets of X converging to x, synchronous with 
{A} and satisfying 151 s T. Let us show that if 5’ is a subfamily of 5 such that lt’l< T, 
then n [‘n A # 0. Assume the contrary and select a family vc 5 of the smallest 
possible cardinality satisfying n vnA = 0. Since v is clearly infinite we can assume 
thatvisaprefilter.Letv={P,:aEh}whereA<T.ForanyPEhwehavena~pP_n 
A # 0. Pick a point x0 E n,_ P,nAandletB={~~:pEh}.HenceBcA.Onthe 
other hand, since B is compact and v is a prefilter, we have n vnfi f 0 - in 
contradiction with n vnA = 0. Now let 5 = { Qu: a E T}. The family {F,: (Y E T}, 
where Fe =fJos, Qp, is a chain converging to x and synchronous with {A}. Picking 
a point x, E F, n A we get a sequence converging to x. Moreover, since for any 
S c T with ISI < T we have {x, : (Y E S} = A and hence x rZ {x,: cy E S}, it follows that 
the sequence {x a: LY E T} is actually strictly converging to x - in contradiction with 
the fact that A is strictly chain closed. The proof is then complete. 0 
The preceding theorem improves significantly a result of G. Gruenhage (also 
discussed in [5]) asserting that a compact weakly monolithic space is pseudo-radial. 
The argument in the proof of Theorem 8 above can be applied to any set C c A 
which contains the limit points of all strictly converging sequences in C of length 
not exceeding T and this shows that also v~(A) s IAl for any subset A of a compact 
quasi-monolithic space. This gives a stronger version of Theorem 4. 
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Theorem 4’. The product of a compact quasi-monolithic space and a compact pseudo- 
radial space is pseudo-radial. 
We need to introduce one more definition. Let us say that a space X is Lu-monolithic 
provided that A is a bi-r space for any subset A of X of cardinality 7. 
The next assertion is obvious in view of the known fact that a countable product 
of bi-r spaces is a bi-r space. 
Proposition 9. The product of countably many a-monolithic spaces is an cu-monolithic 
space. 
From Corollary 2 we get: 
Corollary 10. Any biradial space is a-monolithic. 
From Proposition 6 we have: 
Proposition 11. Any o-monolithic space is quasi-monolithic. 
Notice also that any compact weakly monolithic space is obviously o-monolithic. 
Now we are in a position to prove easily our second main result. 
Theorem 12. The product of a countable family of compact biradial spaces is almost 
radial. 
Proof. Let X be the product space. By Corollary 10 and Proposition 9, X is 
cr-monolithic. By Proposition 11, X is quasi-monolithic and, being also compact, 
Theorem 8 does the rest. 0 
Since any linearly ordered space is biradial, from Theorem 12 we get a strengthen- 
ing of a theorem of Chertanov, who proved that a finite product of compact linearly 
ordered spaces is pseudo-radial. 
Corollary 13. The product of countably many linearly ordered compact spaces is almost 
radial. 
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